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The qualitative dependence of the neutron strength function upon optical 

model parameters is discussed with emphasis on the effects of variations 

in the magnitude and spatial dependence of the absorptive potential. A 

model is presented which gives a good account of strength functions and 

potential scattering radii as well as neutron scattering cross sections 

below 1 MeV for spherical nuclei. The model is specified by 

- .v [1 + exp (ra-R)l-1 . [ (r-R-c )2] -i Wexp- b 

where V = 46 MeV, W = 14 MeV, R = 1.16A1/ 3 + 0.6 fm, a = 0.62 fm, 

b = 0.5 fm, c = 0.5 fm 
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optical Model Interpretation of Neutron Strength Functions·* 

. P. A. Moldauer · 

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne,. Illinois 

The dependence of the s·-wave neutron strength function on optical 

1 model.parameters is given by 

J: I u (r) 1
2 

W(r). dr 

where u(r) is ·r.times the optical model radUllwave function for a-wave 

· . · neutrons 'in the limit of. zero incident energy E, nonnalized to unit 

particle density, and W(r).is the imaginary part of the optical po-

· .. ' 

. . 2 
tential •. Since neutron·absorption is relatively weaK, lu(r)l is 

determined chiefly by the depth and size of the real part of the optical· 

potential V(r), ·which fixes ·the pot;~itions of· the size resonances. · Thus 

the shape of the strength function· .. curve is determined chiefly by the 

magnitude and spatial ·distribution.of.W(r). 

If W is distributed uniformly over the nuclear interior, the 

strength·. function depends .mainly on the average magnitude of .. l ul 2 in-. 

side the nucleus. ·At resonance u(r) .. has ·an ahtipode at the nuclear. 

·surface. In that case the amplituqe of u· inside the nucleus.is.com-

· parable to that outside which, in turn, is proportional to the incident 

neutron wave length, .and·hence the strength function is large (that it 

is finite even at zero energy is due to ~he limiting effect of W which 

-1 )2 produces a peak he.+ght proportional to W . • . If, on the other hand, 

* Work performed under the auspices of the u.s. Atomic Energy.·'Cs>mmission. 
•:.· 
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u(r) has a node at the surface then the interior amplitude of u is 

small compared to that outside the nucleus roUghly in proportion to 

the ratio of interior to inci~ent neutron wave lengths. Therefore the 

amplitude of u inside the nucleus is of the order of the interior 

neutron wave length and the strength function is small and is, in fact, 

proportional to W/V. Thi~ familiar dependence of the strength f~ction 

on the·magn~tude of the volume-absorptive potential is shown in the top 

panel of Fig •. 1. The extremely small values of W required to fit 

the·strength function data are however in conflict with the optical 

model analysis of-scattering experiments in the keVand MeV regions. 

It has therefore been necessary to consider other spatial dis-

tributions of W, in particular ·surface absorption. Ih that case the 

strength function depends on u not only through its interior amplitude, 

but more importantly, through its phase at the radius where 

W(r) ·is concentrate-d. ·Again an anti-node at the surface produces a 

strength function maximum, but now because of the coincidences of.the 
. . 2 

radial peaks in W(r)-and lu(r)l. Similarly,.a node at the surface 

again produces a strength functio~ minimum. -Moreover, by making the 

distribution of W(r)· sufficiently narrow, .the strength function minimum can 

be made almost arbitarily·small even for a large peak value of W. This is 

illustrated in the center panel of Fig .. 1. It ·should be noted that the 

strength function mini~ in this family of curves decreases much more 

rapidly than the width of the absorptive layer. Therefore, the min-

imum will decrease with decreasing width even if W is increased so as 

to maintain -W .X b constant in which c·ase the strength function maximum 
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is.maintained approximately constant. · 

It is also clear th~t shifting the position of the absorptive peak 

with respect to the surface will shift the strength function pattern 

and, in particular, if the absorptive peak is ·shifted outside the 

surface the. strength func·tion minimum is shifted while the maximum is 
I . 

virtually unaffected. This. phenomenon which has been called fringe 

absorption3 is; illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig •. 1. 

The large experimental uncertainties and pronounced scatte'r of 

presently available a-wave neutron stre~gth ·function data preclude 

anything approaching a unique optical model fit. Moreover, to arrive 

at meaningf.ul multi-par~eter model it .is necessary to fit a larger 

·class of data. For these reas9ns an optical model has been obtained 

which gives a good .account not only of· strength functions and potential 

scattering radii but also of. neutron ela.stic ·scattering cross ·sections 

at energies below 1 Mev •.. ·.The agreement with .the data is 'indicated in 

Figs •. 2 and 3. The model is specified by r 

.. · ·r-R -l . . r-:R-c • .. [ ~ . [ . 2] 
~ V 1 ':' exp .(-a) t. -: i W exp ~ -( b . ) 

Where V = 46 Mev W - 14 MeV R·-- 1.16·A· 1./3 +·0.6 fm. ' . - ' , 

·a. = o.62'_fm; b ·= 0.5 fm, c ·= 0.5 fm, 

. 4 
This model is in qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions 

and with the results ·of.optical model fits of nucleon scattering data 

at higher energies.-5 
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Figure Captions 

Neutron strength functions for spherical nuclei according to 

optical models with parameters V = 46 MeV, R = 1.3 Al/3 fm, . 

a = 0.58 fm, W := 7 MeV, b = 0.5 fm, ·C = 0 fm, .except as 

specified differently in the figure. · _.Experimental points 

are adapted from the summary of J, A. Harvey in Proceedings· 

of tbe Symposium on Neutron Time-of-Flight Methods, P· -23 

(1961) •. 

Neutron strength functions and potential scattering radii 

for spherical nuclei according to the optical·model 

specified in the text. 

Neutron total cross sections and LegendPe coefficients of 

the elastic scattering angular distribution assuming no 

inelastic scattering according to.~he optical model in the 

text·and.for 0.4 MeV neutrons. 
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